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Message From
The Co-Founders
Thanks to your
continued
generosity
over the past
year, dozens of
communities have
benefited from
previously unavailable
access to education, fresh
water, nutrition, health care,
and rehabilitative services.
Together we have been able
to make sustainable change a
reality for thousands.
As we dive into our 2019
projects, we want to share
some of the highlights of the
past year at A Better World
with you and reflect on the
impact your generosity has had
around the globe. None of this
would be possible without you!
- Eric Rajah and Brian Leavitt

Message From
The Chair

Doesn’t it seem
like Hollywood
is promoting at
least two new
superheroes
each year?
I personally find
each new story more boring
and predictable than the last:
as ordinary folk like you and me
hide and tremble, some strange
supernatural mutant saves the
planet from an evil power.
We don’t need to turn to Hollywood to discover heroes. Just
read this newsletter! Visit our
freshly redesigned website and
witness the heroes of A Better
World working side by side
with the local heroes in Kenya,
Tanzania, Rwanda, Bolivia, etc.
to transform communities and
plant seeds of hope.
You too are and can be a hero
who will inspire others to invest
their energies in this amazing
adventure to make this world
better and reduce poverty.
- Ron

Sydenham

“If there are more educated females, they can change the
whole family,”
“If there are more educated females, they can change the whole family.” - Javid

100 CLASSROOMS GOAL REACHED!
Experience, Passion, Dedication: Stories from Afghanistan

I

n Afghanistan’s capital city Kabul,
Javid Noori is committed to the
work of A Better World Canada. In a
country frequently listed as one of the
most dangerous in the world, where
insurgent groups set off explosions
and commit violent attacks, Javid
takes taxis to meetings and oversees
construction of A Better World’s
Afghanistan projects, including Azalea
Lehndorff’s 100 Classrooms Project
Thankfully, Javid says that he has
not personally faced any dangers in
working to make a difference in girls’
education. While Javid acknowledges
that there are risks in his role, he says,
“The good thing with north Afghanistan
is people like education and they know
this is the only way they can change
a life. People respect, help, and try to
protect those working in the educational field.”
Javid’s dedication has been key to

the success of the 100 Classrooms
Project since it began in 2010.
In addition to being a leading
figure in A Better World’s Afghanistan
projects, Javid also has children of
his own, a daughter and two sons.
With his daughter now attending
school, Javid is even more inspired to
see access to education improve for
women and girls. “If there are more
educated females, they can change
the whole family,” he says. “In my
religion [Islam], it says that you have
to respect your mother more than your
father. What I am today is because of
my mom.”
In 2018, the 100 Classrooms
Project built its 101st classroom. Even
with the generous support of donors,
development on such a scale would
not be possible without the extraordinary experience, passion, and
dedication of people like Javid.

•

Rehabilitation in Rwanda

O

ne of the most exciting new
developments of 2018 was
the opening of the Ubumwe
Community Center in Rwanda. The
Center is designed to assist children
with physical disabilities and to provide
them with the physiotherapy that they
desperately need.
Since the genocide that transpired almost 25 years ago, Rwandan
children have been born into communities still in the process of rebuilding.
While schools are being
constructed and significant progress is
being made on many fronts, resources
for the disabled are still lacking.
Co-founder Eric Rajah says of the
project, “We’re branching out to help
the disabled in Rwanda…we have the

experience, resources, and the need
was there.
Thanks to your support, the
Ubumwe Community Center opened
its doors in April of 2018 and children
in this Rwandan community are now
able to receive the treatment they
need while not having to sacrifice in
their studies.

•
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Agriculture Provides Nutrition | Kenya and Tanzania

T

here is hope growing from
the ground in East African
communities: hope to end
hunger and dependency on external
sources. With your help, A Better
World is helping that hope to be
realized in a concrete way.
Co-founder Eric Rajah has set a
goal of establishing a feeding program
at every A Better World school by
2025. Currently, there are six A
Better World sponsored schools with
gardens providing food for students
and families in Kenya and Tanzania.
Beans, corn, potatoes, and cabbage
are the main crops grown and
drip irrigation systems are

Approaching a Milestone:
Water Program Update
Kenya

A

ccess to clean and reliable sources of water
continues to be one of the developing world’s
most pressing needs, but together, we have
come one step closer to an extraordinary milestone.
Thanks to your constant support and passion, as of
the end of 2018, nearly half a million people now have
access to clean water in poor and remote communities
across the globe. The Irbaan Primary School and the
surrounding area in the Maasai Mara, Kenya, is one
such community.
The original well drilled in Irbaan dried up after
twelve years, leaving not a single source of clean water
for miles. This year, a new well was drilled at the Irbaan
Primary School which will serve the entire student
population and a wider community of 3000 people.
When A Better World began partnering with the
Irbaan Primary School, it had only fourteen students,
but thanks to sustainable infrastructure like these
wells, that population has increased to over 500.

•

used to water the plots. Communities
must also contend with pests: herds
of elephants in search of water and
baboons looking for a snack.
Several measures have been taken
to preserve the gardens and the safety
of the animals. Solar powered fences
and night watchmen help to dissuade
these trespassers from stopping to
feed. Yet no challenge is too great for
schools seeing their students succeed.
Gardens like these enable students
to achieve their goals and excel in their
studies without having to worry about
where their next meal will come from.

•
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R E S U LT S A C H I E V E D TO D AT E

EDUCATION

HEALTH

270,261

497,981
PEOPLE CARED FOR

STUDENTS ENROLLED

WATER

440,645
PEOPLE WITH ACCESS

AGRICULTURE

INCOME GEN.

PEOPLE SUSTAINED

PERMANENT JOBS

18,400

4,912

N E W S U P D AT E S

Gilgil students sorting new uniforms.

How Sweaters Sew the
Seeds of Success
One of A Better World’s most recent
projects saw over 400 students fitted
with new uniforms at Gilgil Primary
School in Kenya. Sponsored by Jason
Welikoklad and his family, this project
will have a major impact on students in
ways one might not expect.

A Unique Project

2018 Surgery Assessment

A Better World donors and volunteers continue to

With your help, A Better World plans to continue

meet a wide range of needs in communities around the

providing quality and sustainable development practices

globe. This past October, one of our more unique projects

in the future. In 2018, a team from A Better World, and a

was completed: a mortuary at the Mombo Health Centre

group of surgeons and medical personnel from Finland,

in Tanzania. This mortuary provides the resources to care

thoroughly assessed the Kendu Bay hospital in the hope

for the deceased while also allowing the community to

of establishing a permanent and effective orthopedic

peacefully observe their religious rites.

surgery unit. Through continued efforts and partnerships
like this, we can look forward to a brighter future for all.

www.abwcanada.ca
New Website Launched

Teeing-Off For Education

Thanks to the hard work of our IT team and the

This year, Marcel Paquin, the owner of Sierra Contract

support of donors like you, A Better World launched a

Flooring in Edmonton, AB, held his annual Sierra Golf

new website in 2019. We hope that through this new

Classic in support of A Better World. Over the past six

website, you will be able to stay connected, informed,

years, Mr. Paquin and the over 100 golfers who attend

and involved with A Better World. We encourage you

have raised more than $200,000, supporting the construc-

to send us your feedback so this resource can be

tion of 20 classrooms. We are so grateful to Mr. Paquin

optimized for your use.

and all those like him who share a vision of sustainable

Aside from providing students with
comfortable and quality garments
to wear to school, these uniforms
contribute to a more general sense of
belonging, diminishing the likelihood
that individuals will feel excluded and
alleviate feelings of anxiety regarding
one’s appearance in relation to peers.
Sweaters, as a component of student
uniforms, can also have the practical
value of protecting against the cold and
wet conditions of the rainy seasons.
Over a million people die from lower
respiratory infections in sub-Saharan
Africa every year, but these uniforms
are one method of preventing discomfort in cold weather and reducing the
risk of consequent illness.
We are grateful to the Welikoklad
family and others like them who have
supported the Gilgil Primary School.
Projects like this one may appear
straightforward and easy, but they have
far-reaching effects that may not always
be immediately apparent.

•

change and willingly come together to facilitate change.

Sustainable
to improve

change

lives.
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